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Evaluation of the effective-range parameters for the T+
cc state in the LHCb model is examined. The

finite width of D∗ leads to a shift of the expansion point into the complex plane to match analytical
properties of the expanded amplitude. We perform an analytic continuation of the three-body
scattering amplitude to the complex plane in a vicinity of the branch point and develop a robust
procedure for computation of the expansion coefficients. The results yield a nearly-real scattering
length, and two contributions to the the effective range which have not been accounted before.

I. INTRODUCTION

A low-energy behavior of the quantum chromodynam-
ics remains one of the most intriguing research area of the
particle physics. The physics at this regime is governed
by the effective degrees for freedom, massive constituent
quarks forming hadronic states. Significant progress in
understanding properties of the hadronic interaction has
been achieved in the last 70 years of the scrupulous re-
search [1]. The recent rise of the interest, however, is
caused by a series of discoveries of new types of hadrons
beyond the conventional mesons and baryons [2, 3]. In
the last 20 years, the hadronic molecules [4] and mul-
tiquark states [5, 6] moved from the theoretical con-
cept to genuinely existing states abundantly produced in
the modern particle-physics experiments, see also the re-
views [7–9]. The field of hadron spectroscopy is actively
driven by an intense rate of discoveries of new exotic
states starting from χc1(3872) in 2003 [10], and going
through many observations of X,Y ,Z, and Pc families,
as well as, discovery of the T+

cc state in the middle of
2021 [11, 12]. Heated scientific debates are held around
the properties and microscopic nature of these states.

The T+
cc tetraquark observed by the LHCb experi-

ment [11, 12] in decays to D0D0π+ final state has a
minimal quark content of (ccūd̄). The mass is found to
be around 360 keV below the D∗+D0 threshold, and the
width of several dozens of keV. The state was greatly an-
ticipated based on quark-model calculations [13–27], us-
ing Bethe-Salpeter equation [28], QCD sum rules [29–31],
diquark modelling [32, 33], molecular considerations [34,
35], as well as in phenomenological approaches [36–38]
While many models support the existence of T+

cc , they
conflict in their comprehension of the state formation.
There is no consensus either T+

cc is a genuine QCD state
similar to other mesons and baryons strongly coupled to
continuum, or it is a purely molecule state formed by D∗

and D bound together by the residual color-neural strong
forces, similar to deuteron or nuclear atoms.

The Weinberg’s compositeness criterion, an approach
sensitive to the internal structure of the states, was
adopted to hadron states by the authors of [39]. Ac-
cording to Weinberg’s consideration [40], the low-energy
scattering parameters, the scattering length and effec-
tive range [41] reflect the microscopic inner working of

the near-threshold hadrons. Namely, the non-relativistic
scattering theory establish a general form of the two-
particle scattering amplitude, T (s),

T (s) =
N

R(s)− ik(s)
, (1)

where ma and mb are the particle masses, s is the
squared mass of the system, k is a break-up momentum,
k = λ1/2(s,m2

a,m
2
b)/2
√
s, with λ being the Källén func-

tion [42], and R(s) is a reaction-specific energy depen-
dence of the scattering amplitude. The break-momentum
is zero when the squared mass of the system is equal to
thr = (ma + mb)

2. The effective-range expansion is in-
troduced to describe the behavior of the amplitude near
the threshold, i.e. for small values of the momentum k.
The Taylor series of the function R reads:

R(s) =
1

a
+ r

k2(s)

2
+O(r2k4) . (2)

where a is the scattering length, and r is the effective
range of the particle interaction. For the sake of the fol-
lowing discussion, we consider the case of near threshold
state with a < 0. Analytic structure of R implies no odd
powers of k in the series since k(s) has a branch point
singularity at s = sthr, while R(s) is regular at this point.
The compositeness X is computed as

X = 1/
√

1 + 2r/a , (3)

up to corrections due to the interaction range. Small
compositeness indicates a genuine compact QCD state,
however the limit X → 0 in unphysical as the state de-
couples from the continuum (becomes unobservable). On
the other end, X = 1 corresponds to a pure molecule [40].
Moreover, for potential scattering, the effective range is
strictly positive [43], which leads to the values of X more
of equal to 1. The values X > 1 are unphysical either [44]
and appear, e.g. for deuteron, due to unaccounted inter-
action range in Eq. (3). The authors of [45] point that
the negative effective range, i.e. X 6= 1 indicates a el-
ementary component of the state. However, the author
of [46] interprets the high value of X as a probability to
find the molecular constituents separated by a distance
greater than the interaction range which does not have
to be identically one for a pure molecule. Computation
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of the compositeness for many practical cases, e.g. in
presence of the higher thresholds is currently under de-
bates [47]. Various generalization of the Weinberg com-
positeness has been offered, e.g. [48] applies composite-
ness to unstable resonances, [49] considers compositeness
of virtual states, [50] suggests an expression for compos-
iteness using the scattering phase, [51] discusses the cases
with very large binding energy.

Effective-range parameters for the D∗D̄ and D∗D scat-
tering have gained a lot of attention recently. The LHCb
analysis of the χc1(3872) lineshape [52] in vicinity of the
D∗0D̄0 follows parametrization of [53]. The inverse scat-
tering length is measured with a large uncertainty in the
imaginary part due to purely-constrained inelastic chan-
nels. A wide confidence interval for the effective range
is inferred from the reported values of the coupling [47].
The T+

cc analysis of LHCb [12] offers an amplitude of high
complexity where the unstableD∗ is considered, there are
three-body effects related to one-particle exchange, and
well as singularities from theD∗0D+ threshold. However,
the effective-range parameters are obtained in a simpli-
fied manner. The scattering length, ar is estimated from
the value of the inverse scattering amplitude on the real
axis at s = (mD∗+ +mD0)2:

1/ar = (−25.8± 2.1)− 6.7iMeV . (4)

Here, the uncertainty is related to the fitting error of the
T+
cc mass. As commented in [12] the imaginary part of
ar is not related to the details of the D∗+D0 scattering,
while it is a simple consequence of the finite width of
the D∗+ meson. The confidence interval for the effective
range is computed from the limits on the coupling of the
potential (K-matrix) term.

−11.9(−16.9) < rpot. < 0 fm at 90(95)% CL . (5)

The author of [54] performs an analysis of the binned
LHCb distributions using the Lippmann–Schwinger
setup with a potential that includes only a contact term.
The effective-range parameters are determined by a fit
of the effective-range expression to the model in vicin-
ity of the threshold. Both the scattering length and the
effective range strongly depend on the value of the cut-
off. While the scattering length is comparable with the
value of the LHCb analysis, the effective range is strictly
positive and equal to 0.63 fm (1.26 fm) for the cutoff of
1 GeV (0.5 GeV). Ref. [55] perform a comparable analysis
of the LHCb data with more advanced model including
the one-pion exchange potential. The value of r is de-
termined by a derivative of the inverse amplitude with
respect to the system energy on the real axis in accor-
dance with Eq. (2). For the nominal model, it is found
to be −2.40 ± 0.85 fm with the uncertainty determined
by the cutoff dependence.

It has been realized in the recent discussions [56, 57]
that there are contributions to the effective range of the
T+
cc state in addition to the potential term Eq. (5) that

might be important. In what follows, we define a math-

ematically accurate effective-range series that approxi-
mate the amplitude in the complex plane in a large re-
gion, up to the next inelastic threshold. The method
is implemented for the T+

cc model of the LHCb analysis
solving list of technical issues. The effective-range pa-
rameters are presented and discussed.

The LHCb model of the T+
cc → D0D0π+ transition

is derived in [11]. The construction is inspired by the
model-independent approach based on three-body uni-
tarity and a factorization assumption [58]. Specifically,
the D∗+D0 → D∗+D0 scattering amplitude reads:

T (s) =
g2

m2 − s− g2Σ(s)
. (6)

The expression is reminiscent of the relativistic Breit-
Wigner parametrization with a non-trivial self-energy
function, Σ, which accounts for three coupled channels,
D0D0π+, π0D+D0, and γD+D0. The imaginary part
of the self-energy is computed as a sum of the averaged
squared matrix elements of the T+

cc decays,

ρtot = ρπ+D0D0 + ρπ0D+D0 + ργD+D0 . (7)

Once-subtracted dispersion relations are used to calcu-
late the full loops function Σ(s):

Σ(s) = Σ0 +
s

2πi

∫ ∞
sthr

iρtot(s
′) ds′

s′(s′ − s− i0)
. (8)

Here, the subtraction value Σ0 ensures that the ampli-
tude is purely imaginary for s = m2. The first order
polynomial m2 − s in the denominator of Eq. (6) origi-
nates from the K-matrix pole, g2/(m2− s). The integra-
tion over the three-body phase space is done numerically
using the expression,

ρf (s) =
4m23m12

2π(8π)2s

∫
Df

dm12dm13 M
2
f , (9)

where m12 and m13 are invariant masses of different par-
ticle pairs for the final state labelled by f , M2

f is a

squared matrix element of the T+
cc → f decay, and Df

is the phase-space integration domain in m12 and m13

variables. The matrix element has the form

M2
f = F†f Xf (s,m2

12,m
2
13)Ff , (10)

where Ff is a two-element vector of D∗ amplitudes with
the first being for the D∗ propagator in the m12 vari-
able, and the second for the m13 variable. The quantity
Xf (s,m2

12,m
2
13) stands a two dimensional squared matrix

of polynomial in the Mandelstam variables, m2
12 and m2

13

and s given in Appendix A.
The function in Eq. (6) has three branch points on

the real axis that correspond to the D0D0π+, π0D+D0,
and γD+D0 thresholds. No other singularities emerge in
the entire complex plane, the first Riemann sheet, due to
the use of the dispersion relation. The resonance pole is
located at the second Riemann sheet below the real axis.
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For computation of the second-Riemann-sheet values, the
inverse amplitude T −1 is supplemented by the real-axis
discontinuity of −Σ(s) given by iρtot(s). The expression,

T −1
II (s) = T −1(s) + iρtot(s) , (11)

is computed for the complex values of s with negative
imaginary part to access the resonance region at the com-
plex plane.

The D∗+D0 branch point denoted by sb.p.. It emerges
from the ρtot function when the integration domain is
hit the pole of D∗+ (see Fig. 1). The location of this
singularity in

√
s variable is given by a coincidence of

the upper limit of the phase-space range m(max) =
√
s−

mD0 with the D∗+ pole in the F(m) function, denoted
by
√
σD∗+ .

√
sb.p. = mD0 +

√
σD∗+ , (12)

The singularity has the square-root type in accordance
with the D∗ zero-width limit.

The effective range expansion as in Eq. (1) is not
only supposed to approximate the scattering amplitude
for physical values of s, but also it needs to match
the analytic structure of T (s). Hence, the expansion
series needs to have a square-root type singularity at
s = sb.p.. It is achieved by using the break-up momen-
tum k∗ with the square-root branch point at the complex
plane, k∗(s) = λ1/2(s, σD∗+ ,m

2
D0)/(2

√
s). The regular

function R∗(s), analogue to R(s) in Eq. (1), is obtained
by removing the singular part from T :

R∗(s) = N∗T −1(s) + ik∗(s) , (13)

where N∗ is a normalization constant. The Taylor ex-
pansion R∗(s) at sb.p. proceeds as in Eq. (2):

1/a = R∗(sb.p.), (14)

r = 2R∗′(sb.p.)/k
2′(sb.p.) ,

where the scattering length and effective range are de-
fined using the derivatives with respect to s variable. The
program of the effective-range expansion is a straightfor-
ward generalization of the two-body case, however, there
are several challenges to overcome:

1. Equation (13) required that the direction of the
branching cut for the functions k∗(s) and N∗T −1

are chosen consistently. The direction of the
branching cut in the numerical computation of T (s)
is controlled by the way how the the path integrals
of the the three-body phase-space hit the pole of
D∗. A dedicated prescription to the path integrals
is needed

2. Computation of the function R∗ at the sb.p is
numerically unstable since the phase-space inte-
gral hits the D∗+ pole exactly. Therefore, a ro-
bust numerical method is required for evaluation
of Eq. (14) as well as to find the value of N∗.

Instead of matching the cut location in T (s) to the one
in k∗(s), the cut directions are enforced in both functions
to a common convention. The orientation is chosen to be
straight down as shown in Fig. 1. To achieve it, k∗(s)
is computed as a product of four square-root functions,
one of which is “rotated” by 90 degrees by the phase
factor, exp(−iπ/2) = −i, added to the argument of the
square-root function.

k∗(s) =
eπ/4

2
√
s

√
−i
√
s+ i(

√
σD∗+ +mD0) (15)

×
√√

s− (
√
σD∗+ −mD0)

×
√√

s+ (
√
σD∗+ +mD0)

×
√√

s+ (
√
σD∗+ −mD0) .

For evaluation of Eq. (9), we note that the matrix ele-
ment M2 is an analytic function in s, while it contains the
D∗ poles in m12 and m13 variables. The function F(m)
develops the D∗ pole in the lower half plane, Imm < 0,
while F†(m) includes the pole in the upper half plane,
Imm > 0 [59]. To control the border of the phase-space
integral which collides with the D∗+ pole first, the inte-
gral in Eq. (9) is split into two parts:∫

D
dm12dm13

[
F†(m12)X11F(m12)

+ F†(m13)X21 F(m13)

+ F†(m13)X22 F(m13)

+ F†(m12)X12 F(m13)
]

=

∫
ΓH

dm12

∫
ΓS

dm13

[
F†(m12)X11 F(m12) (16)

+ F†(m13)X21 F(m12)
]

+

∫
ΓH

dm13

∫
ΓS

dm12

[
F†(m13)X22 F(m13)

+ F†(m12)X12 F(m13)
]
.

where ΓH and ΓS are two special integration paths in the
complex m planes shown. The paths are shown in Fig. 1
for the first term in Eq. (16). The “hook” path, ΓH for
m12 variable connects (m1 + m2) and (

√
s − m3) with

two segments via an intermediate point Re(
√
s − m3).

The “straight” path, ΓS , in m13 variable is a straight
line between the Dalitz-plot borders, m+

13(s,m12) and
m−13(s,m12) presented in Appendix B. The expressions
are the same the second term in Eq. (16) up to exchange
of the indices, 2 ↔ 3. The prescription leads to the
branch cut in

√
s plane directed straight down since the

D∗+ pole in m12 and m13 variables is always approached
from below by the ΓH contour.

Construction of the regular function R∗ in Eq. (13)
requires finding the numerical constant N∗ such that the
cut contribution cancels on the right side of the equation.
It is done by computing a circular integral around the
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FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the analytic structure and the integration paths in
√
s, m12 and m13 variables for the

functions ρi(s), F(m12) and F†(m13), respectively. The poles are shown by the red crosses, see T+
cc pole in the

√
s plane (left)

and D∗+ poles in the m12 and m13 planes The blue point indicates the complex D∗+D0 branch point. The blue line shows the
branch cut oriented straight down from the branch point. Dashed lines outline the integration paths for calculation of the the
phase-space integral at the value s = sx in vicinity of the branch point sb.p.. The integration path in the m12 variable connects
the integral end points using the “hook” prescription. The integration in the m13 variable is preformed along a straight line
which connects the m12-dependent end points. These paths are shown for seven values of m12 labelled by the numbers from 1
to 7.

expansion point,
√
sb.p.:

N∗ =

∮
|s′−sb.p.|=ε

T −1(s′) ds′
/ ∮
|s′−sb.p.|=ε

(−ik∗(s′)) ds′ .

(17)

where ε is a positive radius of the circular integral. For
both integrands, the only singularity enclosed by the con-
tour is a branch cut. Therefore, both integrals act on the
discontinuity of the square-root function which are the
same up to the constant N∗. The value of the function
R(s) and its derivative at s = sb.p. are computed using
the Cauchy integral theorem:

R∗(ss.b.) =
1

2πi

∮
|s′−sb.p.|=ε

R∗(s′)

s′ − sb.p.
ds′ , (18)

R∗′(ss.b.) =
1

2πi

∮
|s′−sb.p.|=ε

R∗(s′)

(s′ − sb.p.)2
ds′ . (19)

Equation (18) gives a numerically stable procedure and
goes around the direct evaluation of the function T (s) at
the branch point.

According to the LHCb analysis, the fit prefers large
values of the coupling g and does not have sensitivity
to its exact value. The scattering length is computed for
g2 →∞ limit and the uncertainty is spanned by the error
of them0 parameter. The limits of the confidence interval
for the effective range are calculated using the interval
for g: |g| > 5.1(4.3) GeV at 90(95)% CL. Following the
outlined procedure for the effective-range expansion, the
values are obtained:

1/a = (−33± 2) + (2± 0.1)iMeV , (20)

r∞ < r < r(′)
g at 90(95)% CL .

where r∞ is the value of the effective range when g →∞,

and r
(′)
g corresponds to the low limit value of g at the

90(95)% CL.

r∞ = −4.3 + 0.5i fm , (21)

r(′)
g = −16.2 + 0.5i (−21.2 + 0.5i) fm .

As anticipated in [11], the scattering length in Eq. (4),
determined on the real axis, picks up the imaginary part
related to the D∗ width rather than the properties of the
T+
cc state. For this reason, the scattering length computed

at the complex branch point is closer to the real value.
A shift of the confidence interval of the effective range is
encountered with with respect to Eq. 5. The shift value
r∞ is understood as a combination of two effects:

r∞ = rdisp + rhigh . (22)

where the first term is a dispersion correction and the
second is related to the D∗0D+ threshold. These contri-
bution are separated by turning off the coupling of T+

cc to
D∗0D+ while preserving the value of the binding energy.
The found value of rhigh is −3.7 + 0.3i fm. It is close
to the naive expectation of −3.78 fm obtained with the
zero-width approximation for the D∗ meson [47]. The
dispersion term rdisp is related to the left-hand singular-
ities of the break-up momentum function k(s). In fact,
the self-energy function computed using the dispersion
technique has only the right-hand cut, while the non-
relativistic expansion is written in term of k, which is
singular at the pseudothreshold

√
s = (mD∗+−mD0) and√

s = 0. The effect is small, rdisp = −0.6 + 0.2i fm since
these non-analytic structures are far from the region of
interest.

The Weinberg compositeness is evaluated using Eq. (3)
omitting the small imaginary parts of r and 1/a. The
confidence intervals for X are shown by shaded orange re-
gion in Fig. 2. The blue shaded intervals employ an alter-
native approach and exclude rhigh component. Ref. [47]
points that the contribution of the higher threshold might
need to be removed for the value of the effective range
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FIG. 2. Intervals for the compositeness at 90(95) % confidence
level. The interval based on the the nominal results is shown
by shaded orange region above the axis. The values of X
with excluding rhigh component are shown by the shaded blue
regions below the real axis. The D∗0D+ threshold is removed.
The dark (light) shaded intervals corresponds to 90(95) % CL
for both pictograms.

used in the compositeness. The rhigh contribution origi-
nates from the isospin-breaking mass difference between
D∗+ and D∗0. One finds that the value of rhigh is in-
verse proportional to the mass difference between the
D∗+D0 and D∗0D+ thresholds and therefore diverges in
the isospin limit. Both approaches lead to rather high
values of compositeness of the T+

cc state which is in good
agreement with the conclusions of [12]. We also note a
nice agreement of the realization of the T+

cc hadron in the
quark model calculations of Ref. [16].

In summary, the effective-range expansion for the D∗D
scattering in LHCb model of T+

cc state is studied taking
into account three-body nature of the problem. We find
that analytic structure of the amplitude is matched by
the expansion series only if the break-up momentum is
computed for D∗+D0 system with the complex mass of
D∗+. In the new expansion, both the scattering length
and the effective range have just a small imaginary part.
Moreover, the precise procedure reveals two additional
contributions to the effective range with respect to the
original analysis: a small dispersion correction and rela-
tively large contribution from the D∗0D+ threshold.
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Appendix A: T+
cc amplitude

The LHCb model of the T+
cc lineshape is build on the

assumption of isoscalar, axial-vector quantum numbers
of the state. Three coupled channels π+D0D0, π0D+D0,
γD+D0 are considered. The decays of T+

cc to these states
proceed via the D∗ resonances in two different particle
pairs for all channels. In the model, couplings of T+

cc

to D∗+D0 and D∗0D+ are equal by the absolute value
and opposite by the sign. The squared T+

cc decay matrix
element is cast to a bilinear form,

M2
f (s,m2

12,m
2
13) = F†f Xf (s,m2

12,m
2
13)Ff , (A1)

where F is a two-element vector of D∗ amplitudes,
X(s,m2

12,m
2
13) is a two dimensional squared matrix of

functions polynomial in mandelstam variables, m2
12 and

m2
13 and s. Specifically,

Fπ+D0D0 =

(
F+(m2

12)
F+(m2

13)

)
, Fπ0(γ)D+D0 =

(
F+(m2

12)
F0(m2

13)

)
,

where D∗ propagators are paramertized by the relativis-
tic Breit-Wigner amplitude:

Fc(m2) =
1

m2
D∗c −m2 − imD∗cΓD∗c

, (A2)

and c indicates the change, c = +, 0. The PDG values [1]
are used masses and widths of D∗+ and D∗0.

The symmetric squared matrices X are expressed via
the invariant functions, A, B, C, and G given in [12] (see
Eq. (M7)). The form of the elements of the X matrix are
the same for π+D0D0 and π0D+D0 system.

(Xπ+D0D0)11 = (Xπ0D+D0)11 =
f2

12
A , (A3)

(Xπ+D0D0)22 = (Xπ0D+D0)22 =
f2

12
B ,

(Xπ+D0D0)12 = (Xπ0D+D0)12 =
f2

24
C .

For γD0D0, it reads:

(
XγD0D0

)
11

=
µ2

+h
2

3

(
(m2

12 −m2
1 −m2

2)2

4
+G

)
,

(
XγD0D0

)
22

=
µ2

0h
2

3

(
(m2

13 −m2
1 −m2

3)2

4
+G

)
,

(
XγD0D0

)
12

=
µ+µ0h

2

3
(A4)

×
(

(m2
12 −m2

1 −m2
2)(m2

13 −m2
1 −m2

3)

4
−G

)
.

The D∗ decay constants f2 = 282.42 and h2 = 20.13 ×
10−3 MeV−2 are derived from the widths of D∗+ and D∗0

mesons, respectively [1, 12]. The magnetic moments are
fixed to be, µ+ = 1, µ0 = −3.77 according to [60–62].
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Appendix B: Integration contours

The integration of the three-body phase space for com-
plex value of the total energy is carried out in m12 and
m13 variables. For the m12 integral, the integration path
connects the points (m1 +m2)2 and (

√
s−m3), while the

ranges of the m13 integral are determined by the Dalitz
plot borders m±13(s,m12). An explicit factorization of the
squared-root argument gives an exact prescription of the

branch cut location in the m13 variable.

m2±
13 (s,m12) = m2

1 +m2
3 (B1)

+
(m2

12 +m2
1 −m2

2)(s−m2
12 −m2

3)

2m2
12

± 1

2m2
12

√
m12 − (m1 +m2)

√
m12 − (m1 −m2)

×
√
m12 + (m1 +m2)

√
m12 + (m1 −m2)

×
√
m12 − (

√
s−m3)

√
m12 − (

√
s+m3)

×
√
m12 + (

√
s−m3)

√
m12 + (

√
s+m3) .
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